Eyepiece UWA 30 mm 80°
Articelno: 10168
Price incl. Vat: 99,00 €
Export Price for NON-EU customers: 85,00 €
Eyepiece UWA 30 mm 80°
The BW-Optik Ultrawide employs a 5-element,
non-Erfle design. The Ultrawide uses fully
multicoated high index glass providing the
highest transmission. This high light transmission
is visible when you push your telescope to its
magnitude limit. The Ultrawide has 22mm of eye
relief and no kidney bean effect. Ghost images
are totally absent.
Using Lumicon Nebula filters on planetary
nebulas you will not be at a disadvantage against
other much more expensive models. The
lightweight design - weighing just 1.2 pounds makes it very comfortable when using
Dobsonian's with critical balancing problems,
such as the Portaball 12.5".
Manufacturer:
BW-Optik
Model
Okular UWA 30mm 80° en
Focal length
30 mm
optical Design
5-Linsiges Design EN
Visual field screen
41 mm Durchmesser en
Eye relief
22 mm
Field of view
80 ° EN
Length
114 mm
Eyepiece
37 mm Diameter
Filter thread
M48 x 0.75 en
Weight
550 gr. en

2" ULTRA WIDE ANGLE 80 DEGREE FIELD OF
VIEW..22MM EYE RELIEF
5 ELEMENTS / 3 GROUPS
SUPERIOR OPTICS
Ultra wide angle 80 degrees, high quality fully
multicoated glass. Super sharp, high contrast &
excellent aberration correction, extremely high
resolution. Fold-down rubber eyecups, filter
threads, blackened lens edges, anti-reflection
threads for maximum contrast, upper barrels are
black anodized aluminum with a rubber grip ring.

2" 30MM Ultra Wide Angle eyepiece 80 Degree
AFOV 30MMUWA$69.95

30mm Ultrawide 80° 2" Eyepiece - Enhanced £69
Our bestselling Ultrawide 2" eyepiece just got better!
You asked, and we listened: the ultrawide optical performance
remains the same, but underneath the new comfortable
rubber eyecup, you'll find a concealed M49 camera thread,
making this easily the most versatile combination
viewing/imaging rich-field eyepiece in its price range.
Main features
Focal length: 30 mm
Apparent Field of View: 80°
Fully multi-coated
Barrel: 2" / 50.75 mm
Rubber eyecup
M49 camera thread
Elements: 5 elements in 3 groups
Eye relief: 22 mm
Field stop: 40.8 mm
Weight: 570g (1.2lb)
Length: 114 mm (4.5")
Other
Blackened lens edges
Threaded for 2" filters
Rubber grip
End cap & bolt case
The Enhanced Moonfish® 30mm 80° ULTRAWIDE is a very
serious wide-angle 2" eyepiece, at a very affordable price.
Contrast and correction is good for very low powered wideangled viewing of those larger deep sky objects.
The eyepiece has five elements of fully multi-coated (FMC),
high-index glass, with a high light transmission, allowing your
telescope to be pushed to its magnitude limits. Field
correction is good, although edge performance does begin to
soften, very slightly, when used with short focal ratio
telescopes, i.e. much less than F/6. There is no kidney bean
effect, nor ghosting, and eye relief is an excellent 22mm. The
weight of the eyepiece is surprisingly low for a 2" design at
1.2 lb / 0.6 Kg.
Concealed beneath the new rubber eyecup, great for those
cold winter nights, you'll find a thread to accept M49 camera
adaptors. Perfect for afocal camera imaging with a wide
variety of film and digital cameras. Just find a suitable adaptor
for your particular camera, available at your camera store,
and you're all set.
Each eyepiece is carefully quality tested before shipping. The
chrome barrel is fully threaded for 2" nebula filters, has a
rubber grip, and comes with an end cap.
These eyepieces are almost identical in physical
appearance and possess the same prescription. The
barrels are customized to each dealer’s specification.
The one thing that intrigues me is the different field
stop size of the Wollensak. The size quoted by
Moonfish and APM (BW-Optik) equate to the stated
apparent field of view. The Wollensak field stop size
only equates to an 80º afov if there is -26%
distortion (barrel), which doesn’t tally because it
exhibits slight positive (pincussion) distortion. The
Wollensak 30mm UWA offered by Surplus Shed
appears to be a GSO clone. Wollensak Optical was
purchased in October 2003 by Virginville Lens Co.
d/b/a/ Surplus Shed.
The only significant difference is the price. The most
expensive is the APM at €99 (£78), the Moonfish
costs £69, the Wollensak $98.50 +$14 UPS air
(£57.50), and the Smart
Astronomy $69.95
(£35.90).

WOLLENSAK 30MM FL ULTRAWIDE 2" EHQ SERIES EYEPIECE
Item No: W1001L
Price: $98.50
You have been asking for these and they are finally here!
Extremely high quality Wollensak brand 2" telescope eyepiece
with an M49 camera thread for astrophotography under the
rubber eyeguard! This rich-field eyepiece has a focal length of
30mm and a whopping 80 degree Apparent Field of View (true
field of view is huge and better than most), and big 38mm
diameter clear eye lens diameter! 5 element design with fully
multi-coated high index glass optics for very low light loss! Eye
relief is 22mm, field stop is 46.6mm. 114mm long and weighs in
at 1.2 pounds. Optimized for f/6 and higher power scopes
(compare this with your Tele-View), but works with lower power
scopes with some softened edge effect (short focal ratio
Newtonian/Dobsonian reflectors have inherent off=axis coma
and as far as we know only the very expensive Nagler type
eyepieces build in compensation for that). The M49 threads
(under the easily removable eyeguard that just unscrews)
accept your M49 camera adapter. This eyepiece will work well
for afocal camera imaging with virtually all film and digital
cameras. Solid chrome bottom barrel is threaded for standard 2"
filters and the upper barrel is black anodized. Also features a
rubber grip and blackened lens edges. You'll get excellent
contrast, color correction, and breathtaking views.
This design and others that will be shortly available in this EHQ
series were selected for their incredible combination of
performance and value. You'll be blown away with the views and
performance of this Wollensak eyepiece. In addition, each
comes with a full 90 day Wollensak warranty (return it for a
refund, exchange, or credit (your option) less shipping if the
eyepiece doesn't meet your requirements for any reason. Of
course if you physically damage it, it cannot be returned). We
believe this is the best eyepiece warranty in the industry.
The first 50 sold will be a limited edition with a royal blue
Wollensak logo instead of the standard white logo.
New/Unused with end cap and screw down eyepiece container.
Wollensak quality optics since 1899.
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Dealers sometimes make exaggerated claims about the apparent field of view of a particular eyepiece. There are ways to test
their claim, but it is not as straight forward as is usually referenced in astronomy handbooks. It is commonly stated that the
relationship between the apparent and real fields of view are:

ϑ′ =

θ
M

where

θ

ϑ′

is the apparent field of view,

is the real field of view &

M

is the magnification.

This is only true when the apparent field of view is the same as the geometric field. In the presence of angular magnification
distortion, because the magnification across the field is not constant, the relationship breaks down, since M becomes a variable.
€ need to know the value of €
€ only know its value on axis. (Either from the ratio of
You would
M at the field boundary, but you
objective & eyepiece focal lengths, or the ratio of the objective clear aperture and exit pupil).
Astronomical eyepieces are corrected for angular magnification distortion, but most ultra-wide types are not fully corrected.
There is usually rectilinear distortion, and its value is always positive. Positive distortion is commonly termed pincussion
distortion. If the eyepiece lenses have spherical surfaces the rectilinear distortion can only be positive, never negative.
Only truly orthoscopic eyepieces have zero angular magnification distortion. As it relates to eyepiece design, that is what the
term Orthoscopic means. When the widest apparent fields of view rarely exceeded 60º (Erfle and Gifford types), the problem did
not arise. But you cannot determine the apparent field of view of an ultra-wide simply by measuring the real field of view and
then multiplying by the eyepiece power.
So how can you check the apparent field? To begin you need a fairly accurate measure of the focal length. You do this by
measuring the exit pupil with an eyepiece comparator (such as that sold by Edmund Scientific). For a low power eyepiece it
needs to be measured to the nearest 0.1mm. Once you have an accurate measure of the exit pupil, if you multiply it by the focal
ratio of the telescope, you have the eyepiece focal length.
You then need to measure the inside diameter of the field stop. If the field stop is external, this doesn’t present too much of a
problem. But you ideally need to measure it with a vernier caliper, rather than an engineer’s rule. Again 0.1mm accuracy is
required. If the field stop is internal, direct measurement entails removing the forward elements (usually a Smyth field
converter). If you do not wish to risk ingress of dust, then try to make as accurate an indirect measure as possible using the
vernier caliper jaws adjusted tangentially across its ID when viewed from arms length.
There is a fixed relationship between the ratio of the field stop ID and the eyepiece focal length, that defines the apparent field,
given by:

θ=

6 −1 e
sin
π
2

where

e=

€d
Fe

where

€d

is the exit pupil &

Fe

eyepiece focal length

All you need to do now is measure the real field of view. This is best done using transit timings of an equatorial star. Clamp the
telescope on a star of known Declination (close to the celestial equator) so that it trails across the centre of the field. Time its
€of view in arc seconds€is given by:
passage across the field in seconds. The real field

€

€
ϑ ′ = 15 t cos δ where t

is the transit time in seconds &

δ

is the star’s Declination in degrees.

Once you know the real field and the magnification of the eyepiece you can set about calculating the geometric field. The correct
relationship between the real and geometric fields of view is controlled by:

€

€
θg
ϑ′
F tan = Fe tan
where F is the telescope focal length
2
2
You need to solve the equation for θ g , all the other variables being known.

€

tan 3 θ
∝E
tan 3 θ g

where
€ E is coeffcient of rectilinear distortion
€
€
If you don’t fancy wading through all the trigonometry, I have prepared a graph that you can use instead. To use it all you need
to do is work out the ratio between the eyepiece field stop diameter and focal length, read up and read across from the apparent
€
field of view. The curve closest to the intersection gives you the coefficient of angular magnification distortion.

€

I have listed the results I obtained for the four eyepieces being reviewed in the table below:

MoonFish UWA

BW-Optik UWA
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The apparent field widens as the field stop is enlarged for a given
eyepiece focal length. In the graph showing eyepiece distortion curves,
seven separate curves represent apparent fields for different positive
coefficients of distortion. For example, when the diameter of the field
stop equals the focal length, in the absence of distortion the field is
57º.3. When E = 0.1 the apparent field widens to 66º. The zero
distortion field is referred to as the geometric field. Distortion
increases from zero on axis to the coefficient value at the field
boundary, and varies in proportion to the cube of the field radius.

The other aspect of eyepiece design that concerns the prospective buyer is the limiting telescope focal ratio. What is not usually
appreciated is the relationship between the eye lens clear aperture and the condition for full acceptance of the incident beam.
The minimum eye lens diameter needed to permit a fully illuminated apparent field of view is given by:

θ
€l = 2 tan €r + € d
2

where

€l

is eye lens diameter,

€r

is eye relief &

€d

is exit pupil diameter

The claim by Moonfish is that off axis performance noticeably degrades only below f/6. But the eye lens would need to be 42mm
at f/6 to accommodate a fully illuminated 80º afov. The eye lens is 38mm diameter, and the eye beam will only be fully
accommodated at focal ratios slower
The consequence is vignetting.
€ than f/28. At f/6 the eye
€ lens is 4mm undersized.
€

€

Illumination of the field falls off with the fourth power of the field radius. At f/6 only the central 62º of the apparent field will be
fully illuminated. The edge of the apparent field will be vignetted by 18%. This is not untypical of ultra-wide eyepieces, and is
not something that would be noticed.
There is an unforseen consequence of an undersized eye lens at the critical design f/ratio; eye placement. In order to see all the
apparent field you have to place your pupil at the Ramsden disc (exit stop). Spherical aberration of the exit pupil produces an illdefined exit stop. There is no one place from where all the apparent field can be viewed. The field blacks out to one side or the
other. The unilluminated portion of the field is kidney bean shaped, hence the term “Kidney Beaning” to describe this condition.
However, even if the eyepiece is corrected for spherical aberration of the exit pupil, if the eye lens is undersized, Kidney Beaning
can still occur. Except this time, because there is a precisely defined exit stop, eye placement becomes exceedingly critical. If
you do not hold your eye exactly on axis, the field will black out to one side.

The minimum diameter eye lens needed for full
acceptance of the incident beam by the eye
when the pupil is dilated to 5mm.

Discussion
Until Kokusai Kohki introduced the 84º afov WideScan II all ultrawide eyepieces
except the Galoc used Smyth converters; in effect negative telecentrics that
translate the exit pupil to infinity (at the design optimum f/ratio). The technique
reduces astigmatism and can compensate for coma at a specific focal ratio, but at
the expense of angular magnification distortion.
The marked advantage of the Erfle design is its good distortion correction. The
WideScan III and its GSO clones all exhibit remarkably low angular magnification
distortion. The problem is of course, the design does not compensate the
prodigious comatic aberration of a fast Newtonian, neither can it cope with the
steep Petzval curvature of a mid-aperture f/7 triplet apo. But, if you own an f/10
SCT or even slower Mak-Cass or a classical f/15 achromatic refractor, you can
bask in a space walk ultra-wide field of view at an economy price.
At f/10 or slower these eyepieces offer performance to rival Naglers and Meade
UWA’s. There is no point paying for unneeded coma correction. The prices being
asked for these modified Erfles (for that is what they are) makes them
exceptional value. They are well designed and fabricated, high quality eyepieces
at rock bottom prices. If you have an f/10 or slower telescope, there is no point
paying over the odds for a marque brand, you are simply throwing your money
away on a name.

